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Introduction

The Committee on College gnglimh for the Technical and Scientific

Student (1960-1063) adopted the following purposes:

1. To learn the attitudes and backgrounds of the scientific

student

2. To survey the course contents of college English for the

scientific and technical students.

3. To learn the attitudes, background, and experiences of the

instructors of college English for the scientific and tech-

nical student

4. To impart the most effective methods of teaching English to

scientific and engineering students

5. To prepare bibliography for outside reading for scientific

and engineering students

6. To serve as a liaison with industry in order to learn its

needs for scientific and engineering students concerning

writing, speaking, and reading

7. To survey the field of textbooks in English communications

relating to scientific and engineering students and to make

annotations for teachers of these subjects

6. To survey scientists and engineers in the field to ascertain

what should be emphasized in the field of English communication

9. To motivate scientific and engineering students to enjoy and

appreciate the humanities

10. To evaluate courses of English communication which scientific

and engineering students are pursuing

11. To discuss standards for the measuring of the quality of

teaching English to scientific and engineering students

With these purposes the Committee, wlich represented the various

geographical areas of the country and the different kinds of colleges

and universities--state universities, military academies, urban colleges,

institutes, junior colleges, prepared this report to discuss the most

recent information concerning the following:

1. The Technical and Scientific Student
2, The English Teacher of the Technical and Scientific Student

3. The Technical and Scientific Curriculum
4. Industry's Need
5. Bibliography



The Need for the Study: As Viewed by
fora...

1411PtrY,

The Esso Research ants :41t7ineering Company and the 7:sso Standard

Oil Company asked 2,500 en sneers those questions:

How well are students being equipped for engineering

work in industry?

How might undergraduate courses be modified so that future

engineers will be even better prepared?

Nearly all the engineers agreed that they had a solid background in

engineering calculation principles and that, while at college, they had

acquired a code of professional ethics; however, when asked in what areas

their college preparation was inadequate they agreed on one point:

The greatest weakness in their college training was in the

whole field of written and oral communication.

The respondents in this survey stated that all written communication

was the responsibility of the English Department; however, if it is to

be really effective, it must be the concern of all departments. For

example, if a student received a lower grade from his engineering instructor

for ineffective writing in an otherwise excellent report, the student

would realize the importance of accurate composition. While in college,

students should receive from all their instructors the motivation to

learn to write.

The General Electric Survey' bore out results similar to the Esse

survey and applicable to the teachers of college English to technical

1General Electric Company, What They Think of Their Higher Education,

Educational Relations Bulletin, January, 1957.



and scientific studentsc Approximately 13,500 college graduates employed

by General Electric Company participated in this survey.

When asked the areas of college study that contributed most to their

present position of responsjbility with the company, the great majority

of the non-engineering group reported that the most helpful and valuable

subject area was English communication. Both written and spoken English

were cited as of extreme value in business success. Engineers listed

)LnRlish second to mathematics.

In the ranking of courses most recommended for management responsibility,

both engineering and non-engineering graduates placed English at the top

of the list. In addition, in the ranking of courses reported most

valuable for leisure time, engineering graduates listed English literature

first.

Engineering Students (evening)

In an English class taught during the evening, the author requested

his students who had positions as technicians in the field of engineering

to analyze the worth of their study of English in relation to their daily

technical work.

Each of the following conclusions is substantiated by the student's

reaction stated in his own words:

1. This is the Paperwork Age. Reports of all kinds are necessary,

and the engineer must express himself accurately and concisely.

The engineer of today's modern world must be able to write

letters, assignments, descriptions of the mechanical operation of

new parts, and reports on the progress of his work. All of these

must be written so that they can be understood and retained by the

reader after one or two readings.

2. The engineer must communicate with others besides engineers, i.e.

laymen and other professional persons.

Speaking the English well and fluently is certainly a great

asset to any engineer. In this world today, there are a great

number of men who do not have the ability to speak before a group



of people. Therefore, when this asset is found in an engineer,
it makes him more valuable to his fellow workers, to his com-
munity, and to his employer. Any engineer who has the ability
to speak and to write well will never have to look far for a
position with a company of his choosing.

3. Especially in the field of sales engineering, the knowledge

of English is a must.

A sound working knowledge of the English language is es-
sential to become an effective sales engineer. In his contacts
with prospective buyers, he must be able to speak with intelli-
gence, write with authority, and read with understanding. .Along
with speaking, writing, and reading he must possess cultural
knowledge to be entertaining in the many social engagements that
he has.

4. Many engineering developments are circulated in memoranda.

Therefore, the engineer must have a knowledge of the principles of

correct writing.

In the technical field the ability of one to compose well-
constructed memoranda is a very definite attribute, while the person
who cannot gather his thoughts and set them down on paper in an
intelligible manner is very definitely handicapped. The use of
technical memoranda in many organizations is an important means
of distributing new knowledge and information regarding the
company's latest developments and ideas. The importance that
industry places on correct writing can be realized when we
consider the vast amounts of money spent annually by industry to.
teach and train their employees these techniques.

5. Engineers must talk before groups and must give information

orally al:IC:nit their new developments or discoveries in a clear-cut,

understandable manner.

Speaking plays an important role in engineering fields. For

example, a new development or discovery can create many inquiries
from interested people. The engineer who is responsible for creat-
ing this interest may be called on to give a talk about his develop-
ment or discovery. For this reason it is important that an engin-
eer should have a good command of the English language and have the

ability to organize and present his talk intelligently. His preeentatio:

will undoubtedly be a direct reflection upon himself and the company
which he is representing.

6. In many cases, salary increases are annually determined primarily

by the quantity and the quality of the memoranda that are spoken

and written during the preceding year.

The importance of smooth writing is also valuable.to the



engineer when he is interested in securing a higher paying job or

one which would bring him closer to his home and family. In this

instance, a well-written letter to a prospective employer might

do the trick and land the job for him. On the other hand, if the

letter is careless or net clearly written, it might ruin his

chances for the job even though he is better suited for it than

the next man.

7. The Technological Age brings increasing complexity in written

li erature. In order to understand the principles of abstract and

diversified subjects, one must adjust his reading habits and att-

tudes to changing times and must add new words to his vocabulary.

The importance of reading technical magazines and reports

is easily seen. But the reading of latest books and magazines,

which contain fiction and non-fiction material, is very important

in the engineer's social contacts. This non-technical material

gives him the ability to speak to people socially. Reading

material other than technical matter broadens an engineer's

background and teaches him about other people, places, and idea's

with which he does not have personal contact.

8. The art of communicating intelligently and correctly is one to

be cultivated, for the engineer must be able to impart his ideas

with dispatch and authority to both technical and non-technical personne..

Few people possess the art of intelligent communication. The

man who can guide others need not have the ability to do the job

himself. A foreman does not have to be able to do the job "better

than any man in the shop." He has only to guide, and guiding well

demandi not only a knowledge of the job at hand but the ability

to impart his ideas with dispatch and authority and in language

that will be completely understandable.

9. The speaking and writings of an engiheer present a picture

of the professional and social him.

Why is writing especially important for an engineering student?

Regardless ()X the type of engineer that a person may be--electrical,

mechanicals'chemical--his writings,, when read bY people who do net

know him personally, present a picture of the writer.

10. English inculcates the habit of good listening. 6 ?"the final

product of the master of good English."

Listening is the effect following, the cause of speaking.
.

The speaker can only present his case in the best way he knows,

but it still remains that his audience must assimilate the

material and evaluate it for digestion into its educational file,

Usually good listening comes as a final product of the mastery of

good English.



The Alumni

To two hundred alumni of the Classes of 1049, 1950, and 1951

Newark College of Engineering a questionnaire was sent to ask: What,

in your opinion, is the position of English in the scientific and tech-

nological world of tomorrow? They reached the following conclusions

buttressed by these quotations:

1. The knowledge of English is as important as the knowledge

of technology.

It is the most important subject we study. With the .

partial.exceptionof mathematics, it is the moans of expressing all

other engineering:arts and sciences in spoken or written form.

Without perfecting the means of expression it is wasteful to

perfect the art or science itself;,

2. The knowledge of English is a necessity in the scientific

and technological world.

I feel that one of my greatest assets in the business world

is to communicate clearly both in speaking and in writing so that

misunderstanding is avoided. The need for this. is and will continue

to be of, paramount importance. The teaching of this subject is

not only desirable but necessary.

3. English will continue to remain as the primary mode of comr

munication--not only in the scientific and technological world .but

also in the arts and political world. Without effective English

there would be little hope for continuing progress.

.
.Since the magnitude of most scientific projects.has%been

increasing in number of people engaged on one project and in scope,
the problem of communication has become the limiting factor in many
cases. English is our means of communication, andits use can
determine the success or downfall of a project,

4. The knowledge of English will remain the common denominator

for technical expression of and communication to 4111 men.

'A. Technologists
Communication between technologists is perhaps one of

the most important. phases of.science. Unfortunately, too

few engineers today can,communicate:adequately.in writing
because they lack brevity and .a clear understanding of how
to desribe their work. Reports and letters often omit

important points.



B. Customer
Because of increased complexity in design require-

ments, it becomes m!Jortant that every engineer know bow
to speak and to write efXectively. In my own case I have
found that in the vast majority of new projects I have
engaged in, there was a ;dire ct contact between the customer
and me, the salesman merely cited as the contact man.

C. Laymen
The study of English is very, very important. !lore

and more engineer's writings and speeches are being directed
to the layman. The layman must be given basis facts in
simple but accurate form. Misunderstanding of scientific
and technical information can be dangerous.

D. All levels of technology
The engineer must be able to express himself on all

levels. This is so true in dealing with production help
for fancy technical language is just a waste of time. As

for the scientific world of tomorrow, if people cannot
understand a sentence or idea, all the fancy technical word-
ing will not explain a project.

5. English is gaining a more important place in the scientific

and technological fields, and the ability to express oneself clearly

and to put one's points across will determine to a large extent

how far one can advance in these fields.

Extremely important--communication is the basis for judg-

ment of abilities, in many cases. The well-written and the logical,

well-delivered talk makes the man a success--all other things being
equal.

6. All ideas and theories have to be expressed in words, written

or spoken. To be understood, the language of the scientist or tech-

nician will have to be clear and accurate; hence, English should play

a very important part in the training of future engineers, scientists,

and technologists.

English is of the highest importance to convey clearly and
precisely the tremendous impacts and accompanying changes which
scientific achievements are making not only in everyday living but
in the probable future adjustments to our moral and physical con-
cepts.

7. The knowledge of English will maintain its present position

of great importance as long as we and the British hold our technologi-

cal co-leadership with Germany and Russia.



inglish will occupy a position of greater importance in the

world of tomorrow. Thum are, however, two sides to this coin.

On the one side, of course, is our rapid technological advance.

On the other, however, seems to be our lessening of interest in

other people and their languages while they are learning more of

us and our language.

111110.10=11101111.milMIPIIN

English is and will be the means of communication between

technological persons and groups in English-speaking countries.

Alumni's Advice to Freshmen concerning the Study of

Now, what can wo as English instructors do to motivate our freshmen?

For answers we should note what the alumni suggested. To the question- -

What advice would you give a freshman concerning the study of English

in an engineering curriculum?--the alumni offered the following:

1. Approach English as you would any task. Work as hard at it as

one needs to become proficient. English is governed by rules and

laws as are all technical studies. Learn them and use them.

2. Utilize every opportunity to write; and in writing, practice

conveying ideas clearly and concisely.

3. Treat English at least as importantly as any technical course

and get as broad and comprehensive an English background as possible.

4. Become proficient in expressing yourself on paper. Develop the

habit of writing all decisions, since industry tries to avoid verbal

orders.

5. Learn the fundamentals of grammar well. Learn how to present

ideas, to put important things first, and to eliminate the irrelevant

and padding. Learn to write good letters and learn how to say "No"

graciously. Secretaries appreciate a good letter writer who can

say things speedily and effectively.

G. Learn to write technical papers and learn to read them. Learn

how to organize and present a technical report verbally through use

of charts, graphs, etc. And, above all, learn how to spells



Misspelled words create about the same impression as gravy stains

on a necktie.

7. Concentrate particularly in acquiring the ability to write clear,

concise letters and articles. Master completely not only grammar

forms but also rhetoric. Become thoroughly able to think and speak

on your feet.

8. Treat English I as you would Physics I or Chem I. The pen

displaces the slide rule as an individual advances in engineering.

9. Pay close attention to the assignments. Advance in business

(including greater remuneration) can be achieved only by people

who can express their thoughts and desires in a manner that will

make them be listened to by others. This can be accomplished only

by speech or composition.

10. Use your teacher harshly as your critic and work viciously at

the job. It is a subject as important as any of the rest, and you

cannot afford the luxury of letting the teacher set the pace.

11. Take English, but study communications. This, more than any

other quality which you may possess, will set the rate and extent

of your professional advancement.

12. Learn sentence structure and write intelligently. I think that

the men should be made to read other men's compositions and reports

to see how miserably most people write.

13. Do not consider English as a secondary subject. It can be more

valuable than any technical course. The more responsibilities given

to a person in his job usually means more administrative functions--

resulting in less slide rule work and greater need for effective

English to communicate ideas and policy.

14. If you do not succeed in mastering engineering, be certain to

obtain a mastery of English. For in the end it will be the one

subject you will need more than any other during your life time.
=MN, .. ..



l6, Learn to think and express yourself clearly, concisely, and

convincingly, either in written or in oral form. Your ability

will he judged by cro. (KaprogIsion 2Ai oral or written form. It is not

sufficient to know the answer: You must be able to express it to

others.

It is significant to note the following comments which the alumni

made to the freshmen regarding their study of English.

Although you may feel that this subject is not necessary

now, you will find in later years that it is. Give it your at-

tention and effort and you will find it worthwhile. Concentrate

on developing an ability for expressing your thoughts and desires.

Even if you know what you want, you will not be able to get others

to do it unless you can communicate.

I would urge him to look upon his English .courses as a

source of invaluable tools which will enable him tofurther his

career as an engineer and citizen. Many engineers find that after

graduation they do not lack the technical knowledge; they lack

the "humanities."

The engineering graduate of today who.wishes to succeed must

be capable of writing clear, concise, and, above, all, brief reports

and letters would almost relegate grammar and spelling to second

place in importance. people in administrative capacities today

just do not have the time to make out lengthy reports. The ability

to dig out the meat of a report and put it down in one paragraph

will often mean the difference between promotion and stagnation.

I have found Report Writing to be the single most important

subject learned in college. shortcomings in any one technical sub-

ject can be overcome with Perry's or another such text. However,

lack of writing ability shows up in the reporting of every project

and can easily give a false impression of an engineer's ability.



The Role of the Humanities in the Engineering Curriculum

The Grinter Reporileoncerning the evaluation of engineering education

focuses attention on the huwanis'cic and social studies program in an

engineering curriculum. Although the report stresses the aims of this

program, it pays little attention to effective methods of presentation

of the program. Obviously a solid humanities program is possible and

feasible, as many respondents of various engineering institutions have

indicated. To be successful, a humanities program should imbue its

students with cultural ideal and an appreciation of values, should

broaden the student's interests, and should teach the student the

many meaningful approaches in which man can cope and deal with his world

of reality.

A survey of engineering colleges2 revealed that all accredited

engineering curriculums are required to devote about twenty per cent

of its time to humanistic and social science courses.

Aims of the Report

It is hoped that this report will give keener insights and a better

understanding of the technical and scientific students, will challenge

the English instructors to inspire and to'motivata these students to

achieve their maximum capacities in written and spoken communication and

in their pursuit of the humanities; will present ideas for administrators

and instructors to introduce new courses and to utilize various successful

techniques of presentation of these courses; will offer the colleges the

needs of industry concerning the writing of the speaking of their personnel.

In addition, this report contains an enriched bibliography for instructors,

students, and administrators.

1
Journal of Engineering Education. 46(September, 1955) 25-60.

2
J.J.Ermene "The Convergence of Engineering and Liberal Arts Education."

Journal of Engineering Education 50 (April, 1960) 262.



The Technical and Scientific Student

Dr. Kline Nall, Texas Technological College

Most students who are called "technical" or "scientific" on the

basis of their interests in college or university work believe they are

different from students in other fields. Many teachers believe they are.

Statistics are agreeably pliable.

In 1953 Robert P. Weeks
1 found by questioning 100 entering freshmen

engineers that the typical student bearing the engineering brand said

that math or one of the physical sciences (in 87 of 100 cases) was his

most liked subject, that languages (including English) was his least

liked, and.that English was his most difficult subject (44% said so).

. At Texas Technological College, in 1963, in a group of 83 students

in engineering. and agriculture (considered as technical and scientific

students; hereafter called t&s students, or even t&s's), 63 liked a physiCal

science best, 51 liked math best, and, surprisingly, 7 liked English best

(We may have several engineering freshmen who will become English-major

sophomores). For every t&s whti said EngUsh was his favorite subject,

7 said math was; for every 1 who gave English as favorite 9 listed a

physical science. And 58 t&s's liked English least. Several liked both

math and a physical science "best."

In a group of 79 Texas Tech arts and sciences freshmen (hereafter

called a&s students, or even a&s's) questioned at the same time as the

t&s's, 32 liked English best, 26 liked math best, and 25 liked one of the

physical sciences best. Only 10 liked English least of all. With Tech

t&s's math was a 7 to favorite over English; with Tech a&s's math

barely nosed out physical sciences for second place, holding71% of the

amount of popularity English enjoyed.

1
Robert P. Weeks, "A Statistical Profile of the Engineering Student"

(mimeographed) College of Engineering, University of Michigan



Entrance examination scores shed some light on preferences for subjects.

Weeks found that "In the quantitative section of the test (American Council

on Education Psychological Examination in 1950) the engineers scored

significantly higher than the literary freshmen, but the groups were not

significantly different in the linguistic section." At Texas Technological

College, the SAT scores of 80 freshmen engineers and 80 freshmen in Arts

and Sciences (in each case, the first 60 names, alphabetized) showed only

one point difference in the verbal score (474 to 473 in favor of the t&s's).

On the math exam, however, the difference was appreciable (563 for engineers

to 466 for a&s's) .

Weeks found that most of his engineers came f:t'om the middle class,

presumably on both social and economic bases. At Texas Tech students in

both groups place themselves similarly, almost half the te,;s's in the middle

of the middle. (See Questionnaire, next page.) Most respondents naturally

hesitate to claim high class, either socially or economically, and few

will admit low class.

Weeks thought his literary college respondents were a cut higher

than his t&s's in the social and economic scale. The trend may be demon-

strable nationally, but available Tech statistics do not substantiate it.

In Texas, agriculture majors may likely come from an economic bracket

higher than that of the average ars.

The following questionnaire was used in several classes at Tech in

April, 1963. Agriculture and engineering students were designated as

technical and scientific (t &s); Arts and Sciences students, the Business

Administration students, and the two Home Economics students were called

arts and sciences (a&s). Onto this questionnaire, insofar as it will fit,

Weeks's information has been fitted.



Questionnaire
Weeks' 100 Weeks' 100

School: Agriculture 24 Arts & Sciences 65 Business Ad 12 Engineering 59 H.E. 2

From what social group do you come? high 6 a&s; 4 tiks middle 70 a&s; 79 t&s low la &s
lt&s

From what economic class do you come?
wealthy (parents having financial worth $250,000 or more) 3 a&s; 7 t&s

high middle class 19 a &s 23 tls

middle of middle.class__ALL.121&2......
low middle ;class 11 a&s ; 14 t &s.1=mm..romww..00w.
low (parent or parents wage-earners; making less than p6000 together; renting home,

2 a&s ; t&s

am what percentile of your graduating class do you come?
top 5% t &s
toptop quartile 20 a&s ; 33 tSts

third quartile 19 agns ; 25 t&s---
second quartile 10 a&s ; 9 t&s

lowest quartile_.---121,L...._iallig______.

4n which of the following classes does your father belong? Check and specify.

Professional (law, ministry, medicine, teaching) 17 a&s 8 t&s

yeeks': 29 literary college; 1C engineering

Businessman 43 a&s ; 53 t &s Weeks' groming put businessman and
Skilled laborer 12 a &s ; 23 t&s skilled laborer together: 76 in twcIwim...weamslIN.Oorww...-.M.....m..W0.004..
Unskilled laborer 2 a&s 5 t&s Weeks' 13 a &s: 5 t8,s

In which of the following does your mother belong?
Housewife 50 a&s ; 63 t&s

................----:-......................--:......-...........---...........,---......--....

Teacher 8 a&s 8 t&s
Businesswoman 11 a&s
Other 4 a&s

10 t&s
5 te:s

'dm.cation of parents--indicate the year of education finished, or degrees earned

Father: Not high school graduate 12 a&s high school graduate 13 a&s

Mother:

Father:
Mother:

26 a&s
Weeks grouped a&s. and.t&s.

Net high school graduate 10 a&s
t&s

Holds college degree 34 a&s
Holds college degree 20 s

together: 66% finished
mothers

high school graduate

16 t&s Weeks'.:

30 t&s
high, school
and fathers
23 a &s

32 t"
50 a&s ; 33 t &s

L2.2 ...t&s ; Weeks :. 47 a&s ; 11 t &s

attitude toward courses in high school
English least liked 10 a&s; 30 t&s; most liked .32 aft 7 t &s

'Weeks showed 29 t &s who liked English least
Math leapt liked 35 a&s; 12 t&s; most liked 26 a &s 51 t&s

Weeks showed 87 t&s who liked math and or a physical science be.(it

'o you think there is a "typical" engineering student as distinguished from a "typicL.IT

alglish major? 22 a&s's said "No" ; 11 t &s' s. said "No"

Except as indicated in one place, all figures above are numbers, not
percentages.



Weeks found that the 200 students whom he checked from the literary

college of the University of Michigan were from better educated parents

than the 100 tics students ho polled. "An analysis of the education of

the parents indicates that the majority of engineering students have

fathers and mothers who have at least a high school education (On). One-

third of all the fathers have graduated from college and one-tenth of all

the mothers. The largest single group of fathers, however, (36%) have

gone only to the common schools. This is in marked contrast to the literary

college group of which the largest segment (50%) is made up of college

graduates. It should be noted, too, that four times as many mothers of

literary college students are college graduates as are mothers of engin-

eering students (11% to 46%)." Nineteen. sixty-three Texas Tech statistics

show that one-third the t&s fathers and one-seventh the eis fathers did

not complete high school. Fewer than one-fifth the t&s fathers hold

college degrees; more than two-fifths of the a &s fathers hold college

degrees. Mothers of Tech t&s's have a mite more academic education than

t&s fathers.

In Michigan ten years ago Weeks had the impression that t&s students

were "quite a homogeneous group." Fathers of his t&s respondents were,

in 76 of 100 cases, businessmen or skilled artisans: The 1963 Tech total

for businessmen and skilled artisans was 76 or 83, or 81%. ("Businessmen"

in Texas was defined to include farmers--many of whom are "windshield

farmers.") More than twice as many Tech a&s fathers are in the professions

as Tech t&s fathers. At this point I scream at my statistics.

In reply to the question, "Do you think there is a 'typical' engin-

eering major?" 11 t&s's said no; 22 a4s's said no. Many respondents took

opportunity to make statements about noticeable differences. On the whole,

t&s's were much more dogmatic than a&s's about differences, real or supposed,

between themselves and others. Comments varied from "The typical engineer-

ing student hates 'mickey mouse' courses more than the English major does--



else how could the English major major in English?" to "The only real

difference, is a difference in interests." Other representative comments

are: "Engineering students carry slide rules on their belts; English

majors look brainy and wear horn-rimmed glasses," "English majors seem

to have no sense of humor." "The average English major is usually a

little prissy." "Engineering.students carry a slide rule and look

healthier than English majors."

Herman Estrin questioned 200 engineering alumni of the classes of

1949, 1950,, and 1951 on the books, magazines, newspapers they read, on

the telecasts and .movies they see and enjoy.
2

His respondents preferred

westerns on television, they listed the Bible as their favorite book,

they read their local newspaper (the Newark News), they road a professional

magazine closely associated with their work. It would be interesting to

cmpare responses from, for example, 200 New York City College school-of-

business alumni, and 200 Texas Tech English-major alumni. The comparison

has not been made. If it ever is made, it will likely reveal great

similarities--I feel certain about the: westerns--and no really significant

differences, As Alistair Cooke insists in "Six Typical Americans," there

are really no types--just "the variety and richness of God's creatures."

Not revealed from any questionnaire, but a firmly held opinion of

this writer, is that the tegs student, if he can be typed, has a mental

set best described as "practical,". and a communicative purpose described

as "informational." His interests are centered in the utilitarian rather

than the philosophically theoretical and esthetic; his distinguishing

trait is the desire to know about mechanisms, forces, stresses, processes--

how things work and why they work; he is miscast unless he is especially

interested in knowing, and in telling, how.this or that works. He looks

on language as a professional tool like chemistry, animal husbandry,' or

.

Herman A. Estrin, "Engineering Alumni Cite Need of Training.inanglisW
.

The NCE Alumnus, Fall, 195S, pp. 7-8.



mathematics; he wants to write clearly, concisely, and logically, not

because these are qualities most esthetically pleasing but because they

get the communication job done best. He believes there is a technical

communication quite different from literary communication--different in

form and style because different in aim. His style, he believes, fits

the task of dealing with the material. The literary style may do very

well for abstractions.

Ten years ago Weeks was worried because "seven times as many students

majored in engineering as in English."3 Nineteen fifty-nine - sixty totals

show that 22,456 graduates received the baccalaureate degree in English

and journalism in "aggregate United States (50 states, District of

Columbia, and Puerto Rico)", 37,808 received the baccalaureate degree in

subjects labeled "engineering and applied science." According to Weeks,

"In 1952 students who majored in the humanities received 17% of all

bachelor's degrees conferred in the U. S., whereas nearly three times

as many degrees were conferred on those majoring in the pure and applied

sciences." The total for all beginning degrees conferred in the U. S.

in 1959-60 in English and journalism, foreign languages, philosophy, and

religion (all unquestionably humanities) is 40,422. The number of degrees

in the humanities is nearly 62% of the total of 65,302 bachelor's degrees

arrived at by adding the 37,808 in engineering and applied science, the

11,437 in mathematical subjects, and the 16,057 in physical seences.

The following chart4 may allay fears that are a carry-over from ten years

ago.

3
Weeks quotes from Federal Security Administration, Office of Education,

Earned Degrees Conferred by Hf Educational Institutions, 1951-1952,
(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1952), pp, xvii- xviii.

4
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,

Earned Degrees Conferred 1959-60, (Washington, United States Government
Printing Office, 1962), p. 4.



Figure 2.--Pereentage distribution of bachelor's and first-professional
degrees conferred) by major area of study: 1959-60.
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In 1951-52, the year of Weeks' profile, Texas Tech had 349 Arts and

Sciences graduates, 11 of whom were English majors; the college had 195

graduating with the B.S. in engineering fields. That year at Tech engin-

eering graduates outnumbered English-major graduates nearly. 13 to 1.

In 1961-62 Tech had 74C Arts and Sciences graduates, of whom 50 were

English majors; it had 246 getting the B.S. in engineering subjects, or

nearly 15 to 1, engineers over English majors. rears may still be in

style at the College of Engineering in Michigan; they are at Texas Tech.

Who are the technical and scientific students? They are, nationally,

about 10% of the students who go on the first degree. They are students

who have mentalities as high as, and possibly higher than, those of

students who major in English. They come to college with the same frivoliti

the same fluctuating interests, the same strengths and weaknesses as other

students.

The very richness and variety poses one of the biggest of the teacher's

problems. We teachers of t&s's struggle to meet the English needs of

students interested in subjects as various as Sabin Oral Vaccine and bridge

building, beetle culture and electronic computer construction and operation;

desire for speed as a personality trait and chemurgy adapted to the High

Plains of Texas. The professor who grapples with the communication problems

of these students will indeed feel that he wrestles not against flesh

and blood but against the powers of the upper air. And American scientists

and technologists are not usually good linguists. Science and technology

abound with obstacles to the free exchange of knowledge between nations

in their use of a multitude of technical terms and symbols. To help reduce

these obstacles, and to increase the t&s's linguistic competency, is the

task of the English teacher.

April 23, 1963

Kline A. Hall

Texas Technological College

Lubbock, Texas



The English Teacher of Technical and Scientific Students

Dr. Michael E. Adelstein, University of Kentucky

To obtain information about the qualifications and pedagogical

views of English teachers of technical and scientific (T /S) students,

the Committee on College English for the Technical Student mailed 215

questionnaires to'the 159 institutions accredited by the Engineers'

Council for Professional Development. Replies from 94 schools (60%) indi-

cated that 19 or approximately one-fifth do not have any special English

courses for technical or scientific students. To this number may be added

many of the schools (40%) not responding if we assume that they.ignored

the questionnaire because they do not offer such courses and are not

interested in the study.

Certain generalizations may be made on the basis of the 105 returned

questionnaires:

1. A large number (51%) of teacheis have majored or received

degrees in fields other than English.

2. More than two-thirds (71%) have worked or taught in

industry.

3. Only a few (9%) have and a course in technical or

scientific writing as a student. .

4. The teachers considered themselves qualified because of

their experience (36%) and interest (31%), rather than

education (22%).

5. On the basis of their reacting and. their membership. in

professional associations, the teachers are interested

primarily in the broad. field of.English.language and litera-

ture rather than the more specialized areas of technical

communication and education.

6. Idlest (C5% believe that the English teacher of T/S students

should be different in some respects from his department

colleagues.

7,..All agree that writing should be taught by an English

teacher, although some (16%) stipulate that he should be

.specially qualified, . ..



The Sale

Two hundred and fifty-one questionnaires were mailed to English

department chairmen in the 159 institutions accredited by the Engineers'

Council for Professional Development. Such a list is representative

because it includes nearly all the state Universities, several small

private colleges (Antioch, Lehigh, Dartmouth), and some of the most

famous private universities (Harvard, Yale, Princeton). Obviously,

technological colleges such as Cal Tech and MIT were also among the group.

Sending the questionnaire to English department chairmen may have

resulted in the failure to receive more replies from teachers in other

departments. Excluding 10 teachers in Humanities and Social Studies,

and 1 in Language and Social Studies, only 2 teachers were from depart-

ments other than English. We may assume, therefore, that the sampling

is not completely valid since more than 2% of such courses as technical

and report writing may be taught elsewhere. The margin of error here,

however, is probably small.

The Teacher - A Profile

The teachers replying to the questionnaire were generally in the

upper professorial ranks and have taught T/S students for many years.

Among the 105 responding were 27 professors (25%), 35 associate profes-

sors (33%), 24 assistant professors (23%), 18 instructors (17%), and

one registrar (1%), The average teacher has instructed T/S students for

13 years. Fourteen in the group have less than 3 years of experience

while 22 have more than 20 years.

Of special interest in the teachers' education was that half have

either majored or hold degrees in fields other than English. In order

of frequency, the courses studied were mathematics, history, education,

classical and modern languages, and the social sciences. The relative



lack of interest in the physical, biological, and applied. sciences is

corroborated by the teachers laving had little course work in these

disciplines. Seventy-one completed only a minimum amount (1-3 courses);

twenty-eight completed 5-7 courses; and six completed more than 8 courses.

Wo may.conclude, therefore, that although the English teacher of T/S

students .probably has a broader academic background than his department

colleague, he usually.has not had much more course work in the physical,

biological, and applied sciences. In the absence of any recent 'and accurate

profile of all English .teachers, such comparisons are obviously not

verifiable and are presented with that qualification.

Also subject to such a qualification is the conclusion that the English

teacher of T/S students does.not hold as high a degree as his department

colleagues. Despite their predominance in the upper professorial ranks

and their many years of teaching experience, less than half of the teachers

replying to the questionnaire have a Ph.D. (44) or Ed.D. (3) while the

majority (58) hold lesser degrees.

Especially noteworthy about the teachers was that more than two-thirds

have worked in industry. Of these, 64% have served as editors, writers,

or consultants; 20% have performed various skilled and semiskilled jobs;

and 16% have taught.

In contrast with the many employed. in various writing positions are

the few (9%) who have had courses in technical or scientific writing. We

may assume that.more have not completed such courses because they wore

not offered years age; or if they were, they were available only to engin-

eering students. In addition, while one would expect a Chaucerian scholar

to have studied in his field, few would require the technical writing

teacher to have done the same.



Professional Interests

Thirty-nine of the 105 teachers replying are currently engaged in

some form of research activity. Seventeen are writing or .revising text-

books; ten are examining scientific writing; four are occupied in linguistic

studies; three are analyzing rhetorical techniques; one is concerned with

the history of science; and one is investigating industrial needs.

Among the periodicals and professional journals, COLLEGE ENGLISH was

the most popular with a total of 46 regglar readers. Other favorites

ranked in the following order; PMLA-41; ASEE JOURNAL -26; AAUP BULLETIN-19;

STWP REVIEW, CCCC, and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN-each 10; and the SATURDAY

REVIEW, AI3WA BULLETIN, and CEA CRITIC with 9 each. Thirty teachers (29%)

indicated that they did not regularly read .a publication mainly devoted

to communication, scientific or technical education, or science.

As one might expect from the results about the reading selections,

NOTE was the professional organization with the largest membership, 3C.

Next in order were MLA with 34, AAUP with 32, ASEE with 24, STWP with 21,

CCCC with 19, ABM with 12, and CEA with 10. Slightly less than half

the group (44%) did not belong to a professional organization mainly

concerned with technical or scientific research, with the education of

T/S students, or with communication skills.

Among the replies were numerous suggestions for worthwhile extra-

curricular activities, although some indignantly stated there was no

time for anything extra. The most widely supported recommendation was

that teachers should read scientific publications and books. In addition,

twelve individuals proposed participating in professional associations,

six mentioned working as consultants in industry, five named developing

hobbies in technical fields, and another five advised assisting with

student publications. Other recommendations included working as an editor,

socializing with people from industry, reading science fiction, participatin,



in dramatic productions, visiting industrial plants, joining or coaching

debate teams, and becoming active in student organizations.

Pedagogical Attitudes

Experience was the factor selected by most teachers to indicate

why they felt particularly qualified to teach T/S students. Because 71%

of the group had worked in industry, it was not unexpected that such

service would be valued. What was somewhat surprising was the selection

of interest as the second most important factor. Nearly half of. those

replying (47%) felt especially suited to teach T/S students because of

their interest both in the student and his problems. Other factors noted

were education (33%), personality (11%), and necessity (4%). In comment-

ing, several teachers wrote that they had originally been forced into

their teaching assignment but now found it challenging and stimulating,

In departments and schools not solely comprised of T/S students, the

largest number of teachers (43%) noted that their English department

colleagues generally considered the T/S student teaching assignment to be

dull, Colleagues were thought to view such assignments as stimulating in

7% of the replies, as routine in 33%, and as incompatible in 17%.

As for the placement of T/S students in freshman English sections,

the overwhelming majority (93%) favored heterogeneous grouping while only

a few (7%) advocated separate classes,

Such a one-sided response was surprising because of the widely held

view that the English teacher of T/S students should be different in

some respects from his colleagues. Since 85% of the replies expressed

this attitude, one might not expect to find that 93% would place the

T/S student in regular freshman English sections with regular English

teachers. Many may have had the advanced T/S classes in mind when

suggesting that they be taught by someone with special qualifications and



interests. Others may have envisioned the administrative difficulty of

providing separate sections with appropriate instructors. Yet there seems

to be an area of contradiction in the thinking of those who believe that

the T/S student responds bast to certain motivations, techniques, and

curricula, but who would still subject the student to the traditional

freshman course taught by the traditionally-minded teacher and concerned

with traditional materials. This problem, of course, pertains to the

universities rather than to the technological colleges.

In discussing precisely how the teacher of T/S students should

differ, 36 (40%) indicated that he should be interested in scientific

developments and in technical writing. Twenty (22%) :felt that the teacher

should have had some experience in industry, and fourteen (16%) stressed

the importance of the teacher's being tolerant, sympathetic, and respectful

of the student's interests and special aptittides. According to several

replies, the instructor must realize that his students are not English

majors, that they are not vitally interested in'English, and that they are

frequently brilliant and gifted in their own fields.

Some 15% of the replies dealing with distinguishing characteristics

mentioned that the teacher should have a scientific background, an under-

standing of technical vocabularies, and a scientific bent. A similar

number of questionnaires singled out the importance of the teacher's

insisting upon functional rather than aesthetic aspects of communication.

Among other singular characteristics was the mention of. personality.

Writers stated that the teacher should not be "arty," "prissy," "ivory-

towerish," "long- hair," or "pantywaist"; instead he should be "manly."

Of the sixteen (15%) who saw no need for the English teacher's

being different, one wrote that it is "false and pernicious to assqme

that the writing of technical English is different than the writing of

English."



As for who should teach writing, everyone suggested that it should

. be taught by the English teacher. Fifteen stated, however, that the

teacher should have industrial experience or a knowledge of technical

subjects, while two advocated dividing the writing course with a teacher

from a technical field.

CONCLUSIONS

The English teacher of T/S students has not had as much academic

education as his colleagues but he has had more experience outside the

university community and he has broader interests. Judging from his

reading and from his membership in professional associations, he is still

interested in literary scholarship and still considers himself in the

traditional role of an English teacher. Despite this interest and con-

ception, he is not engaged in literary scholarship and to a great extent,

is not as research-minded as his English colleagues. Probably one of

his difficulties results from his singular role: he is neither highly

regarded by: his colleagues in his own department nor by those in others.

He is generally looked down upon as a teacher of a service course rather

than of an intellectual discipline. He has no professional organization

specifically concerned with his problems although NOTE, STWP, ASEE, and

ABWA have all indicated varying degrees of interest. Industry, however,

gives him the respect and recognition he craves; in addition, it pays

him well. These enticements from outside the academic community may

seriously deplete, the ranks of the English teacher of T/S students by

creating a greater demand for specialists in communication skills,

especially those with knowledge of and experience in scientific and

technical fields.

If he remains within the academic ranks, the English teacher may

continue to be idle and unappreciated, pr he may strive for greater

recognition for himself and his field. He may become more active in



professional organizations. He may master and utilize many of the new

linguistical.techniques. He may investigate'and,test ,Aifferent methods

.ef. communication. But perhaps more than anything else, he might be

helpful in improving the general teaching of English.

Since the non-English major is the primary concern of most English

departments, the teacher of T/S students is in a unique position. He

has learned how to communicate to non-English majors and how to teach

these'students effectively. In the three areas of Englishd.writing,

language, and literature--this teacher has a particular approach and a

special contribution to offer.

In teaching writing, he has learned how to make students more aware

:of the importance of mechanics, the value of conciseness, and the sig-

nificance of tone.. To some extent students do consider these tatters in

freshman English courses' but seldom are they sufficiently stressed.

In their future roles as business men and women, parents, neighbors,

and voters, and as members of social, church, citizen, businesi, school,

and fraternal groups, students will have to write hundreds of letters,

memoranda, reports, invitations, statements, requests, releases, and

inquiries;. At such time, their inadequacies will come to light as they

struggle for clarity and precision. They may wish on these occasions

that they had concentrated more on learning how to write. What they may

not realize is that they were probably poorly motivated by teachers inter-

ested in grace and elegance rather than simplicity and effectiveness.

Too often freshman English is-taught in an intellectual vacuum. The

student is told that writing is important because it is important to

write, or because it is the sign of a cultured person. When he comes in

contact with a T/S teacher, however, he realizes that of all the knowledge

and skills he may acquire in college, writing is one of the most valuable.

Such a teacher has probably taughtnight courses to businessmen, served



as a consultant in industry, or instructed at workshops. From these

experiences he has perceived the importance of writing and has realized

how most people regret not having worked harder in their college English

courses.

In addition to better motivating students, the T/S teacher is able to

emphasize certain aspects of writing that are often neglected. The com-

mon complaint about colleges is that they fail to teach students how to

write. When interrogated closely, the critics generally disclose that

they are referring to spelling. College instructors usually consider

this subject to be a high school matter or else they attend to it by lower-

ing theme grades without offering constructive comment. The T/S instructor

may not have the time to deal-with spelling but realizing its practical

importance, he can instill in students the value of their checking all

doubtful words in the dictionary. By acquiring this dictionary habit,

students can avoid the embarrassment or serious consequences resulting

from misspellings in a letter of application or a business report.

Conciseness is also a desirable writing goal that can be skillfully

imparted by the T/S teacher. During the student's high school days and

even in freshman English, he has learned to pad effectively to reach the

required number of words assigned for a theme. Penciled computations

in margins often indicate; his efforts. These verbose habits are corrected

by the T/S teacher, who realizes what short, crisp statements are favored

in business and industry, as in other fields. Most people would rather

read a two page report than a three page one. Consequently the T/S

teacher spends much of his time getting students to eliminate unnecessary

"which's," "who's," "ion" words, and "of's," and to change wordy verb-noun

combinations like "to give consideration" into "to consider." Under the

eyes of the T/S teacher, pruning rather than padding is the rule.



Another aspect of writing usually neglected in freshman English courses

is tone. Students write for their teachers rather than for a particular

audienc.e. The goal is a somber, formal, emasculated style that is inef-

fective in many situations outside the classroom. T/S teachers usually

assign problems in which the audience and the occasim are clearly specified.

Instead of writing a theme about integration, the T/S student might be

asked to draft a letter for mailing to fraternity alumni about a chapter's

intention to pledge a Negro member. Or, instead of writing a paper on

recent or future developments in his major field, a' T/S student would be

required to prepare a statement for a high school newspaper about his

main field of interest so as to attract high school students. As a result

of such practice, the college student learns how to write to different

people under different circumstances. Such flexibility is highly desirable,

As a general rule, the T/S teacher deals with style to a greater

extent than his English colleagues. In most freshman English courses,

for example, content outweighs form in grading. A student with some

specific information about a subject, or one who has acquired insights

through better high school preparation and family experiences may bring

much impressive knowledge to a given theme assignment. He may know more

about the criteria for evaluating movies, the causes of juvenile delinquency_

the state of college athletics, the issue of prayer in the public schools,

or the arguments for .and against euthanasia, The T/S teacher reduces

such background advantages by assigning subjects that place aid students

on a more equal footing and stress writing skills rather than political,

psychological, sociological, or historical acumen. The average freshman,

for example, is told to write a paper on a given subject even though he may

be uninterested and uninformed about it. In grading these writing assign-

ments, the traditional English teacher often stresses ideas, supporting

details, and completeness or information at the expense of style. The T/S



teacher deals more fully with "pure" writing and is generally more willing

to overlook content deficiencies. Certainly some of this greater emphasis

on stylistics could be incorporated into freshman and other, writing courses.

The T/S teacher could also make his influence felt in the teaching

of literature. Too often poetry in particular is an anathema to non-English

majors because it is dished up as pretty, precious, sentimental, and full

of imaginative flights. That poetry need not appeal only to delicate

souls and need not be solely concerned with love, nature, and beauty

comes as a surprise to many students. They may be brought to enjoy Hopkins,

Yeats, Eliot, and Pound but only after they have grown to appreciate Frost,

Housman, Hardy and Whitman. They need to be allowed to subordinate the

subtleties of versification and to concentrate on the way that language

works in a poem. For it is an understanding and appreciation of language

that will mainly enable students to understand hew poetry differs from

prose, and why poetry continues to delight and stimulate mankind.

The teaching of other genres could also benefit from the experience

of the T/8 teacher. That English teachers are generally ineffective can

be observed in the national disregard for fine books and serious periodicals,

Part of this deficiency may derive from the classroom tendency to explicate

a work to pieces in stressing the aesthetic approach. The T/S teacher

has found that students respond best in considering literature from the

humanistic viewpoint. Although interested in education so that they may

earn a living, T/S students are deeply concerned about what kind of life

this should provide. Literature reveals to them the nature of

their fellow man, who shares some of their own feelings, passions, Tears,

desires, and ideals. Literature also portrays the universe with its

forces and powers that influence and shape their lives. From literature

the student may mature and grow to gain in perspective and insight as lie

becomes intellectually involved in his readings. In this process he may



wish to discover how literature works with its use of myth, paradox,

symbol, and ambiguity. To commence with such matters, however, is to

assume that the student enjoys, unUerstands, and appreciates literature.

Such assumptions are often unfounded as the T/ CJ teacher has learned from

working with his students.

Finally, the T/S teacher can also share his techniques of making

students more aware of the growth and development of language. This

concern for the way in which language functions should not only make thc;

student more aware of the rationale behind Webster's Third but should

make him sensitive to words, and excited about their behavior. To the

Bnglish major, the study of language is a tool that he may WO in under-

standing literature or in teaching composition. To the non-1!;nglish major,

the study is not obviously functional or intrinsically fascinating. When

he realizes, however, that it is related to Ms world and his work, then

he may develop an acute sensitivity to language and its use. He will,

for example, be interested in such acronyms as "radar" and "laser"

for they are used frequently. He will be amused at the eztention of

words, such as "transistor," which has broadened from representing a

miniature electronic device to signifying a small portable radio powered

by such devices. The clipping of "monaural" to
IImono

11

and stereophonic
St

to "stereo ", the use of "retrofire" instead of the cumbersome verb-noun

phrase, and the formations of "bathynaut," "medicare," and "overflights"

will all alert him to the ways that language is rapidly changing to meet

our needs. Students particularly enjoy coining words to fit future

situations or devices that may develop within their own fields.

As a result of the experience accumulated in working with non-English

majors, T/S teachers can be helpful in suggesting techniques and approaches

that would be effective in freshman English and iu other English courses

taken by many non-English majors. The teaching of English cannot be



measured solely by the attainments o nglish majors, but must be gauged

also by the achievements oC the masses of non-majors who pass through

English classes. In dealirig with such studentE:, the T/:3 teacher could

be invaluable to his colic at in suggesting methods, approaches, am'

techniques to awaken interest, stimulate discussion, and engender learning.



A SURVEY OF THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH TO ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE STUDENTS

Dr. Herman A. Estrin, Newark College of Engineering

How are scientific and engineering students taught College English?

What are the objectives of these courses? Are there special courses

in English especially for these students? What is the rationale of

these courses? What are the textbooks used in these courses? What are

the effective methods of presentation? How are students grouped? Row

have the humanities been increased in the curriculum? How can one improve

his teaching of English? What about the five or six-year program for

engineers?

These questions were asked :7n a survey sent out to sixty colleges and

universities which were on the approved list of the Engineers'.C9uncil of

Professional Development. Fifty-five institutions replied to the Committee

on College English for the Scientific and Technical Student, National

Council of the Teachers of English.

Sixty per cent of the respondents have a special course in English

designed for scientific and technical students. The most popular titles

of these courses were the following (in descending order) :

Technical Writing
Report Writing
English Composition or Technical

Expository Writing or Exposition

Engineering Reports

Scientific and technical students who do not take

study the following:

Composition
for Technical Students

these above courses

English Composition
Composition and Literature
Communication:8 and Communication Skills

Literature (Masterpieces of American, English,

and World Literature)



When asked whether the Department had a written course of study,

fifty-five per cent of the respondents sent a syllabus.

In summary the aims and objectives of these courses of study are

as follows:

1. To broaden the students' reading background and deepen their
appreciation of the enduring ideas, themes, and values in
literature--English, European, and American.

2. To help students become more perceptive and discriminating in
literary taste.

3, To convey through the study of literature insight into human
experience,

4. To stimulate students to exercise the cultivated sensibilities
and the insights that humanize the activities of living and
that bring acceptable ethical standards for human conduct.

5. To help students express their ideas in exact English prose.

6. To guide the student so that he may achieve self-understanding
and self-discipline,

7. To foster lifetime reading plans and habits.

8. To replace language inexperience and apathy with conscious,
durable skill in communications.

9. To introduce the student to the human experience that books
contain and to help him see its relevance to his own experience
in life.

10. To give the student an understanding of the basic processes of
language and a review of the language--its history, development,
structure, grammar, and correct and effective use.

The Rationale for Teaching

The rationale for the teaching of courses with the above aims are

stated in the following single-spaced paragraphs which the respondents

wrote:

We want to give scientific and technically inclined students an
understanding of humanistic approaches to life.

The courses in English aim to teach the student to use English
correctly and effectively in written and oral communication, to
give him a basic knowledge of the content and form of technical
reports, and to introduce him to various cultures through literature;
other departmental courses aim to give the student a background for



understanding current political problems, national and international,
and for appreciating the physical environment in which civilization
has developed and by which is influenced.

V011 .......
Writing and spooking skills are fundamental tools for getting
society's business done: without them the professional man,
whatever his experience or knowledge, is restricted in profes-
sional and civic influence. The language course offers a proved
technique for learning a skill: constant and regular practice
supervised by an expert.

Sutdy of creative literature humanizes the student in significant
and lasting ways--a process particularly important for technical
and scientific students, who are inevitably moving towards leader-
ship in our highly organized, technologically oriented society.
The literature course, with its intensive and dramatic discussion
of human experience past and present, extends the student's *limited
understanding of the values, behaviors'and qualities of man and
hence helps create leadership potentiality.

Guided by recent studies made possible by the leading foundations,
the Engineering and Business schools have included as many liberal
arts courses as particular fields of study can allow in a degree
program.

Rationale for sophomore genre courses in the readings in modern
literature emphasizes man's search for knowledge, self-understanding,
and values. These sophomore genre courses may not be elected by
departmental majors.

.

The purpose of education in every area is to teach our designated
goals, but English courses are particularly effective in achieving
these goals through the broad access that literature prOides.

Average Class Periods and Class Size

As for the number of class periods per week allotted to the.course,

sixty-five per cent of the respondents met three times a week for two

semesters; ten per cent, twice a week. Eighty-five per.cept:stated that

the class periods are fifty minutes long, but several were ninety minutes.

The average class size in twenty-five students, although the range of



number of students in the class is from eight to forty. Respondents

recommended that classes must be small. A typical class would have

twenty students.

Most classes are grouped by technical interests; others, by test

scores. Several colleges have no special grouping because of the problem

of scheduling. Other means of grouping are (1) alphabetically by interest

groups, (2) by honor sections.

TEXTBOOKS

Textbooks Used in Various Freshman Courses (Each list of books is used in

one course.)

Applied Logic
Studies in Prose Writing
"ariting With a Purpose
American Poetry and Prose (4th

complete ed.)

Little, Wilson & Moore
Kreuzer & Cogan
James M. McCrimmon

Norman Foerster

Language and Literature
Short Fiction
Prose Readings
Immortal Poems
The Iliad
Greek Tragedies Vol. 1
The Canterbury Tales
An Introduction to Shakespeare
Faust
Madame Bovary
Darkness at Noon; Plus four to six other selections at the discretion

of individual instructor

Brown & Olmstead
Frakes & Traschen
Sale
Williams

Thcught in Prose
Modern Rhetoric
Handbook for Writers
John Brown's Body
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Billy Budd and Typee
Red Badge of Courage
Harbrace College Handbook
The Story of English
The College Experience
Cross Currents
F. L. Allen's 3 books on American
The Good Years
Language and Literature

Beal and Korg
Brooks and Warren Harcourt
Leggett, et al
Benet
Clemens
Melville
Crane
Hodges
Mario Pei
Bellman
Simonsen

History
Lord
Brown and Olmsted

Ow.



Rhetoric Reader
Student and Society
Discourse of Reason
Literary Types and Themes

Talmadge et al.
Clark and Culler
Sherwood
McNamee et al.

Harbrace College Handbook ,

Harbrace Collegr Reader (Two non-fiction books selected by teacher)

Trio
Choice of two paperback books from the following titles:

The Return of the Native, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,

Othello, and Look Homeward, Angel.

Writer's Guide
Essays
Of Human Bondage
The Scarlet Letter
What Is the Short Story?
Form and Style in Thesis
Writing

Perrin
Guth
Maugham
Hawthorne
Garcia-Patrick

Campbell

Textbooks Used in Various Sophomore Courses

The Illiad
Candide
Pride and Prejudice
Lord Jim
Fathers and Sons
The Great Gatsby
Story and Structure
Discovering Modern Poetry'

Contemporary Drama, II Plays

Homer
Voltaire
Austen
Austen
Turgenev
Fitzgerald
Lawrence, Perrine
Elizabeth Drewnd
George Connor
Watson & Pressey

(This is a one-semester course called Reading for Discovery)

Seven paperback books with the following titles:

Oedipus the King and Antigone
The Canterbury Tales
Hamlet
Paradise Lost
Gulliver's Travels

Man and Superman
A Farewell to Arms

Ten Modern Masters
Short Novels of the Masters
A Glossary of Literary Terms

Davis
Neider
Norton & Rushton

vmaill
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Conrad's Heart of Darkness
and the Critics

Understanding Poetry
The Poems of Robert Frost
A Farewell to Arms
Look Homeward, Angel
Four Modern Plays
Saint Joan

Harkness
Brook & Warren
Frost
Hemingway
Wolfe
Ibsen, Shaw, O'Neill, and Miller
Shaw

Darkness at Noon
Great Traditions in Ethics
The Pursuit of Learning
The Complete Plays and Poems

of William Shakespeare
Thinking Straight (paperback)
Atlantic Magazine

(Oct., Nov., & Dec. 1962)

Arthur Koestler
Albert, Denise & Peterfreund (eels)
Nathan Starr (ed)

Neilson & Kill (ed)
Monroe C. Beardsley

The Canterbury Tales
Five Plays: Hamlet, King Lear;

Henry IV (Part 1), Much Ado
About Nothing, The Tempest

Paradise Lost
Joseph Andrews and Shamela
Coleridge
Wuthering Heights
Three Short Novels:

Heart of Darkness, Youth,
Typhoon

Chaucer, Geoffrey
Downer, Alan S. (ed)

Hughes, Merritt Y. (ed) 1962 Edition
Fielding, Henry
Coleridge
Bronte, Emily
Conrad, Joseph

Textbooks in Various Elective Courses

Early English Masterpieces:
Mediaeval Romances
An Anthology of Old English

Poetry
C. T. and Troilus and Criseyde
Song of Roland

Loomis

C. W. Kennedy
Chaucer

A one-semester course called Major American Writers. Four books with

the following titles:

Selected Prose and Poetry
Walden; On the Duty of

Civil Disobedience
Moby Dick
Leuvas of Grass & Selected
Poems

Emerson

Thoreau
Melville

Whitman



Speech Communication
Modern Technical & Industrial'

Reports
Toward Better Vocabulary

Brigance

Comer & Spillman
Mullen

Modern Verse in English
A Portrait of the Artist as

a Young Man
Sons & Lovers
Light in August
Hedda Gabler
Death of a Salesman
Look Back in Anger
The Stranger
The Complete Poems & Plays
Lord Jim

Cecil & Tate

Joyce
Lawrence
Faulkner
Ibsen
Miller
Osborne
Camus
Eliot
Conrad

Technical Report writing

Clear Writing
Pro & Con

Schultz & Webster

Kirschbaum
. Matlaw & Stronks

0111,

Value & Obligation
Introduction to Logic
Perspectives in Philosophy
The Structure of Scientific
Thought

Brandt
Copi
Beck

Madden

Selected Poems of John Donne
Paradise Lost & Other Poems
The Poetry of Pope; A

Selection
Moby Dick
The Scarlet Letter
Madame Bovary
The Mayor of Casterbridge
Crime and Punishment

Donne.

Milton

Pope
Melville
Hawthorne
Fldubert
Hardy
Dostoyevsky

Introducing Shakespeare
(paperback) G.B. Harrison

The Complete Plays and
Poems of William Shakespeare .

Neilson & Hill (eds)

The Increase in the Humanities

Throughout the courses of study it was noted that the humanities

have been increased in the curriculum in the following ways:.

1. All engineering school students are required to carry one

course in a humanistic/ social field each semester. This

is an addition to 10 required hours in English and in Speech,.



2. Over the years there has been a gradual increase to the point
at which the humanities now comprise approximately 40% of
the required curriculum.

3. Two years ago, a Language Arts major was introduced (an
"early" English major had been eliminated some time before
this) and a number of advanced genre and historical survey
courses were added to the curriculum, as were courses like
"The Bible as Literature".

4. In recent years these courses have been codified so that
there are definite requirements and some electives from an
approved list. The result has been a requirement of approxi-
mately 20% of total requirement, and probably a slight overall
increase over requirements before such codification.

5. What little gains have been made have come 1) through pressure
from national professional technical and scientific societies
(American Society for Engineering Education, etc.), which are
usually more liberal than directors of instruction of the
local technical schools, and 2) through patient, forceful,
and usually lonely argument by individual members of the
department confrontel by skeptical colleagues and administra-
tors in the technical schools.

6. Introduction of Literature was placed into the third quarter
of the Freshman composition course.

7. Students enrolled in the Schools of Engineering and Mines may
elect courses in the humanities up to a limit of twenty credits.

3. All juniors and seniors may take elective courses in the
Humanities. These electives in the Humanities include
courses in music, art, history, literature, philosophy, and
psychology.

9. When the Academy began in 1955, the only English courses
available were given in a prescribed eighteen-hour sequence.
We now still have the prescribed sequence; in addition; we
have nine enrichment courses, enrolling over 200 cadets per
semester, or approximately 10% of the student body.

Mil1111.M11,....11,

Effective Methods of Presentation

As for effective methods of presentation that have been used, the

respondents answered: The single-spaced paragraphs are the exact

words of the respondents)



1. A Practical Approach -- "Writing, writing, writing!"

The course concentrates on writing; effective reading
is implicit in the preparation of the three research papers
required for the course. The students' papers are read,
by an adviser in his field; in this way the technical com-
position instructor is free to direct his attention to organi-
zation, form, and style.

These courses are, as much as I can make them, laboratory
courses. The writing course (class) is completely taken up
with learning a techniques of writing a technical report, a
technical article, and a critical review of a published
technical article. A great deal of attention is given to
supervised editing.

Principally writing: reports of various sorts, the
terminal paper something in the nature of an article. Oral
performance is included--it may be an oral report, or (lately)
turning the class into a committee meeting.

Writing, correcting writing, and more writing and analysis
of problems of report writing--none of these are special, but
emphasis on organization of facts is stressed. One full-scale
investigation report is assigned at end of semester, preferably
from non-library material.

2. The Case Method,

In the use of case method the class analyzes and discuses
various reports. The process, it should be emphasized, is
develop_ental (i.e. reports are studied with relation to under-
lying fundamentals of communication).

3. The Oregon Plan.

By using the Oregon Plan, students in groups of four
evaluate one another's papers. The group discusses all points,
and each member writes a critiques of the papers he has read.

4. The Use of Audio-Visual Aids.

Slides, films, film strips, and other visual aids attempt
to strengthen the students' interest in literature. Our
Student Union works closely with us by bringing films of the
classics to our campus.

For several years this department has made effective use
of projectual devices in the teaching of grammar and composition.
We have found that the use of radio and television and exhibits
and displays, have immeasurably improved the effectiveness
of presentation.



5. The Greater Use of Paperbacks.

Some new interctsts have been engendered by introducing,

usually through the use of paperbacks, more literature into

the sophomore writing courses.

6. Experiments in Team-Teaching and Programmed Instruction.

Experiments in team teaching, programmed instruction, or

language labs are taking place. It is not easy to nick on any

one technique that is bearing fruit.

7. The Use of Excellent Teachers.

We assign instructors of proved merit to teach the tech-

nical and scientifically inclined students.

3. The use of Student's own experience as a source for themes.M....WWW

In the freshman writing program we have moved away from

the book of readings approach and have concentrated more on

the student's own experience as a source for themes. At

least one period in three is set aside for discussion of

student writing. At this period we often have a cadet theme

mimeographed and passed around to the entire section of which

the cadet is a member. Everyone (including the writer) spends

fifteen minutes or so grading the theme (the writer is, of

course, not identified). Everyone learns from the experience,

but especially the writer. Students are never too concerned

when an instructor tells them they are obtuse or confused,

but when a jury of their peers independently arrives at the

same conclusion, it shakes them. We also collect the best

cadet writing into little magazines. This serves as a stimulus

to the better writers and provides us with good models for

classroom discussion.

9. The approach to literature as a record of human experience.

In the matter of litel'ature, the general approach is to

treat literature as a record of human experience and to use it

as a humanizing influence for people who tend to think too

much in terms of things, not human beings. This means we do

not deal overmuch with such English-major concerns as genre,

poetic form, etc. My own greatest concern is always to

make literature a pleasurable experience. If I do this, then

the student, no matter where his career ultimately leads him;

may become one of Dr. Johnson's "common readers."

10. The use of Scientific American in technical writing claases.

Our technical writing students, who are engineering majors,

recieve semester subscriptions to Scientific American and

are assigned articles for reading and study. We find that the

usually well-written articles are excellent teaching aids.for

graphic presentation, caption usage, and, of course, scientific

writing for the educated layman. The engineering student is

able to leave his narrow specialized field and discover other

areas of scientific inquiry which may be of possible use to him.



Suggestions for the Improvement of the Teaching of English

To the question for other English instructors of engineering and

science students what machinery might be set at work to foster their

improvement of the teaching of English? The respondents answered:

1. Allow the technical writing courses to be taught by men with
experience in writing for government and industry.

2. Suggest that instructors read College English and Journal of CCCC,
as well as other periodicals; get.them to participate in pro-
fesSional organizational meetings; institute summer work
shop programs. Try to promote greater interest through each
department chairman.

3. Insist upon good, correct writing and careful checking of all
written work from this point of view; send students to English
instructors if. they reveal deficiencies after the freshman
year; establish an examination plan whereby students would not
be graduated if they did not satisfy the English department as
to their competency in the language.

4. Require a professional doctor's prorram.for higher education.

5. Emphasize more and more that engineers are human beings and
will benefit from liberal education just as much as Arts and
Science majors.

6. Have the instructors of engineering and science students to
obtain an understanding of the aims of such students. Encourage
the instructors to read some of the literature in engineering
and science and to become acquainted with the basic terminology.
Read The Journal of.Engineering Education, Daedalus, The American
Scientist, Scientific American, among others.

7. Improve the quality and background preparation of teaching
personnel.

8. Encourage joint meetings of English teachers and science
teachers at the meetings of such established societies as
NOTE and The American Society for Engineering Education.

9. Employ that English instructor of engineering and science
students who shows some sympathetic understanding of scientific
problems, endeavors, and methods. He does not have to have a
science minor; but he should read, at the least, some of the
many popularized scientific articles in our magazines and
periodicals.

10. Reaffirm to the instructor this obvious fact: that the teach-
ing of language and literature to technical students is about
as close to the unique problems and challenges of 20th century
America as any English instructor can get. Any '!machinery"
that argues to the instructor that society--at least academic
society--agrees with tb" proposition and its implications. Such
argument might be communicated in terms of government or industry



support for graduate and post-doctoral study, sabbaticals, salary
supplements, distinguished professorships, and secretarial help.

The Need to Change the Cirtraoter of Undurgvaduate rrogram

....increasingly engineers are moving toward five and six years

of study. This is a definite extension, and it carries with it the

need to change the character of the undergraduate programs." The

respondents commented on this quotation as it pertains to their curriculums,

An extension to five or six years offers a real opportunity for preprofes-

sional education equivalent to that in medicine and law. Under the

present four-year program neither professional training nor education

is adequate.

Our engineering curriculums are extremely tight, each one
having a complex flowsheet pattern of courses, with almost
no margin for electives. In practice many engineering
students stay in school a little longer than their flowsheet
calls for, so that they can pick up some more electives.
How long the four or five year engineering curriculum can
remain as tightly compartmentalized as it is, is hard to predict.

This trend suggests that we will want to campaign for wider
engineering participation in the humanities program--continu-
ing our attempts to convince the engineering school that
langucm skills courses are no substitute for literature
courses specifically designed for the humanizing process.

This trend is one which basically this department is in favor
of but to which the college administration seems clearly
to be opposed. Any extension of the period of study is on
the graduate level, and this level does not concern this de-
partment except for supervision of theses.

Our curriculum will soon be a five-year program. This program
will allow engineering students to elect a greater number of
courses in the humanities than they have been able to in the
past.

41...=711.

This certainly does apply to us. Through several methods--
the enrichment program, college transfer credits, validation
of courses--many of our students attain what is almost the
equivalent of a Master's degree. Starting this year, many
of these students will attend a civilian school for six
months immediately following graduation. By transferring



some of their Academy credits, they can obtain a Master's

degree either in a science field or in internation relations.

A Positive Approach to Teaching of English to Scientific and Technical

Students

In view of the latest trends in the teaching of English, how can

we direct our colleagues to undertake a positive approach and to do

something about the teaching of English to engineering and science

students? To this question the respondents stated:

1. Get the instructors themselves to have some humility toward

what the scientist and the engineer are doing. Most English

teachers need to have sympathy with the aims of such different

disciplines. kany of the English teachers we get are almost

totally ignorant of science and engineering.

2. Have more academic meetings of an organizational character,

at which outstanding figures will participate; work through

each department chairman to promote greater interest.

3. Acquaint them with the demand for literate scientists and engineers

4. Employ qualified, full-time men and use not only junior but

senior members of the department for lower-level teaching of

technical students. We hope that we are "doing something"

about the teaching of English to engineering and science
students.

5. Teachers must remember that teaching the technical student is

not a process somehow removed from that of teaching the Arts

and Science student and that they must keep this idea always

in view.

6. Many technical students will go on to become important men of

affairs, men important in industry and government. Realizing

this fact and realizing the importance of the humanities in

the full development of this student into a man should provide

an instructor of technical students with sufficient motivation

to teach literature and to teach it well. He should remember

always that he isn't teaching pat solutions (not even pat

interpretations of works read) but rather a way of thinking
in which human values are given their due weight.

7. The English teacher must be sincerely interested in science,

(There are many English teachers who have scientific back-
grounds.) This is not too much to expect. Any twentieth-

century man should be concerned with space travel, underwater

exploration, medical research, and the awful weapons of annihila-

tion. We should have more social and professional contact

with our scientific and engineering colleagues, who are usually

willing and happy to explain any of their projects. (And, I may

add, they will probably seek your assistance in solving any

writing problems they may have.) Our scientific colleagues are

not ogres; they are, as a rule, as charming and pleasant as we

think we are.



Industry's Need

Professor Grady Stubbs, General Motors Institute

The problem of how to relate the teaching of college English to industryts

need was approached by members of the Committee on College English for the

Technical and Scientific Student in the following ways:

1. Two hundred questionnaires were sent to supervisors and execu.-

tives of plants throughout the New England and Middle Atlantic

areas. The report of this survey, "Industry Speaks Out--to

the Instructors of English," is attached.

2. A survey on "Writing and Speaking for Business and industry"

was made by Dr. Herman A. Estrin, of the Newark College of

Engineering, who is Chairman of the Committee. Fifty engineer-

ing companies participated in this survey.

3. An investigation of the kinds of writing situations confronting

50 supervisors and engineers in 9 plants of General Motors was

conducted by members of the English Section of General Motors

Institute and is reported in the "Corporation Writing Survey."

The results of these surveys:were analyzed to find out the kind of

writing industry does, the problems of writing that industry has, and

the recommendations that industry makes concerning the teaching of college

English.

Kinds of Writing Situations in Industry

A survey of General Motors plants revealed a wide variety of writing

situations--from the simple AVO (kvoid Verbal Orders) memorandum to a long

investigational project recort. Where the writing situation did not vary

much, as in laboratory reports, a set format was used. Many of the longer

engineering project reports, however, presented more of a problem of

organization, depending upon the readers. Almost all of the reports

provided for quick reading, with either a summary abstract or a conclu-

sions or summary section immediately following the introduction. Background

information was very brief or was omitted altogether in reports to readers

who wore familiar with the situation; but it was usually extensive and

somewhat detailed when the report went to some readers outside the writer's

department.



To give further evidence of the great variety of reports in industry

is a list of writing situations in aircraft and aerospace industries

compiled by Dr. Fred LlacIntosh and presented to a CCCC workshop in 1962.

This list, appended to this report, classifies reports very broadly,

as Corporate Level and Divisional Level and then in a number of general

categories.

Writing Problems

The report "Industry Speaks Out" lists 37 quotations as representative

of the replies. Almost all of these quotations concerned writing problems.

Among the chief problems mentioned were those of basic composition, such

as grammar, spelling, and punctuation--mentioned 14 times; style of

writing, such as clearness, conciseness, and directness, mentioned 14 times;

and the presentation and organization of the data, mentioned 13 times.

Logical expression was listed 4 times.

In the "Corporation Writing Survey," the problems were listed under

four categories: Writing for the Reader, Basic Composition, Data, and

Conciseness and the Quick Picture.

The personnel in the engineering companies responding to Dr. Estrin's

survey said that the lack of unity and logic, conciseness, and coherence

was the chief weakness of writers in their firms. Poor grammar, punctua-

tion, and spelling were additional defects in writing.

On the whole, the replies indicate that basic composition is the area

of most concern in industry, but that conciseness and clarity of style

and the presentation and organization of data are also weaknesses'of

writers.

Recommendations by Industry

In "Writing and Speaking for Business and Industry," most of the sug-

gestions to college English departments to improve writing were in the

area of basic English: grammar, spelling, etc. Writing clearly and



concisely and writing for the nontechnical reader were also stressed.

As much emphasis is given speech as writing in this survey. The follow-

ing is a quotation from the report:

"Business and industry feel that the most important types
of speech which a prospective engineer should practice are
the conference, dictation, panel discussions, speeches
of demonstration, interviews, speeches for special occa-
sions, and speeches of persuasion."

Two important recommendations by industry are included in "Industry

Speaks Out": (1) that high standards of English be required on all written

papers in all discussions in every course in college, and (2) that students

be encouraged to read "well-written literature pertaining to science and

engineering."

The "Corporation Writing Survey" does not contain recommendations,

but the report infers that colleges teach the student to adapt his writ-

ing to various situations, as in this passage:

"The variety of written communications described reinforces
the general principle that the form, contents, and organiza-
tion of every document are determined by the variables
(reader, writer, material, and intended use) of the
situation which calls for it."

Summary

Although any conclusions drawn from limited data must be considered

tentative, the three surveys reveal results in common that should not be

overlooked by college English departments. Writing in industry is weak

in basic compostion, which industry would most like to see stressed in

schools. Lack of clearness and conciseness is mentioned a number of times

as being another great fault. Finally, the wide variety of writing situa-

tions confronting the writer in industry calls for adaptation on his

part, and colleges should give the technical or scientific student practice

in writing reports to meet different occasions.

In one of the surveys, industry strongly recommended speech courses

where the student practiced speaking in realistic situations.



The reading of good literature was also mentioned as important in

helping the student to improve his writing.

Good college courses ki7. Bnglish composition, technical writing,

speech, and literature, according to 'inaustry, would contribute much to

the future success of college students in industrial careers.
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INDUSTRY SPEAKS OUT--TO THE INSTRUCTORS OF ENCLISH

Dr. Herman A. Estrin, Newark Ccillege of. Engineering

Without a confident knowledge of the English language a man lacks
the tools of making people understand and accept his ideas.

This above sentence was one of the many answers to a wide survey of busi-

ness and industry concerned with science and technology to obtain infor-

mation that may result in strengthening college English courses for the

technical and scientific students.

The Committee on College for the Scientific and Technical Students,

National Council of the Teachers of English, sent two hundred questionnaires

to supervisors of technical writers, executives of small businesses and

industry, and supervisors of engineers in plants throughout the New England

and Middle Atlantic areas. The survey included the following questions:

1. As viewed by industry, describe college students' weaknesses
in English.

2. Why does industry emphasize the study of English for scientific

and technical students?

3. What are industry's suggestions for the students' need for

instruction :!n technical writing?

4. How can tha English instructor improve the engineer's quality of

writing?

The results of the survey follow: (The single-spaced paragraphs are the

exact words from executives in industry.)

The Problem as Viewed by Industry: College Students' Weaknesses in English

1. A lack of basic preparation in writing.

If schools and colleges will train students in spelling, grammar,

the composition of a simple and straightforward sentence, and in

the art of expressing themselves clearly and directly, the students

will have no difficulty in writing memoranda and reports, no matter

what.business they may enter....In recent college graduates, almost

regardless of which school they attended, there is an appalling lack

of basic preparation in writing.

2. A weakness in technical report writing.

It has been my experience with young engineers that although they

may be well informed and have obtained all the necessary information



on a problem, it is very difficult

in a clear and concise manner. We
41 111=.1100.11.1.11......

report writing courses in colleges
young engineers and to industry.

for them to prepare a report
believe, therefore, that the
will be of great value to the

We find many recent engineering graduates are weak in the

techniques of writing reports. Errors in grammar and sentence
structure are a serious problem; the general weakness seems to be

in composition. Generally, young engineers cannot organize a

report logically or write with clarity.

3. A lack of ability to express themselves clearly and adequately.

Far too many college graduates enter industry without the
ability to erpress themselves clearly and adequately. They lack

a simplicity of vocabulary and a directness. We place emphasisr.
upon these two points in order to minimize misunderstanding and

to conserve time.

4. A lack of ability to express themselves logically.

Many of our employees come to us from college with the ina-
bility to express themselves logically. They have never been taught
to size up the situation or problem and to direct their report to

the discussion of the problem, their results, and their conclusions.

They do not express themselves in a logical manner--one which can

be readily comprehended by the person needing the information.

5. The lack of ability to use the exact expression of the intended meaning.

We find the proper use of English in technical writing to be

of great importance, and all too often it is not achieved. We,

therefore, welcome efforts to improve this situation and suggest
particular emphasis on the exact expression of the intended mean-
ing with a minimum of redundancy or superfluous words.

Industry's Reasons for Emphasizing the Study of English for Scientific and

Technical Students.

Two of industry's supervisors of writing stated the following reasons:

An ability to communicate effectively with others is important

in all branches of industry and at all levels.
This ability becomes particularly important as one enters

management and advances to more responsible managerial responsibilities.

It has been defined as a skill of management. More than this, "it

is essential to every other management skill."
While the ability to communicate .depends on many things, a

sound understanding of good English usage and an ability to express
oneself, in speaking and in writing, with reasonable fluency, is

of fundamental importance. This ability requires an emphasis on
English which is not always present in technical and scientific
curriculums.

I firmly believe that a good command of English is required

by technical people in order for them to communicate generally



and to prepare clear, and concise reports of their activities.
Perhaps some colleges are permitting students to be graduated
without taking the English courses that are offered. r would
suggest, therefore, that your committee would be taking a proper
action in emphaisizing the importance of the English courses which
the engineer may have on his curriculum.

Industry's Suggestions for Students' Needfor Instruction in Technical
Writing

In technical writing, students need instruction in the follow-
ing phases:

1. The mechanics of organizing and presenting the data and information
for reports.

2. The summarizing of information (reports, etc.) in clear, concise
language.

Greater cmphasis E6ould be placed on the ability.to translate
the scientific data which are obtained through experimentation, into
a clear, concise report.

3. The clarity of expression.

In reading reports we appreciate clarity of thought and con-
ciseness of presentation. Because so many papers come across a
supervisor's desk, brief, precise reports are essential.

4. The correct use of sentence structure, grammar, and punctuation.

Our experience would indicate that involved sentence structure,
redundant phraseology, and indefinite reference are common faults
of report writing today. A vague understanding of the mechanics
of punctuation is also evident.

If he has a good grasp of grammar, composition, punctuation,
spelling, and English usage, he seldom has trouble learning the
accepted forms. Thisithowledge would apply equally to. the prepara-
tion of reports. If he lacks this elementary ability to .use our
language, he will never .be able to write effective reports no matter
how much he studies "form."

5. The technique of legible writing.

A premium should also be placed on penmanship. It would ap-

pear that penmanship has become a lost art. To be able to read
one's own writing is not enough, because many other people may
have to read the report.

Improvement in penmanship and pride therein.might also tend
to produce better sentence structure, expression, and accuracy
of statements. An easily readable. umanuscript is more likely
to be read than one that is illegible.



6. An understanding of the audience for whom the report is to be written.

An engineer should be able to size up the group of people who
should read the report, and express himself so that all can
understand the report without insulting anyone's intelligence.
Students should be taught to organize their material, weed out
what is unimportant, and clearly present their project in an
interesting and logical manner.

7. An enforced adherence to rigid standards.

Perhaps the problem is in achieving the clarity of thought
that must precede clarity of expression, and certainly one way
of improving this is ability to practice writing with enforced
adherence to rigid standards.

An encouragement of the use of dictating or tape-recording devices.u.

A good way to superimpose the speaking personality over the
writing personality would be to encourage the use of dictating
or tape-recording devices in preparing a rough draft from outline
notes. This procedure would furnish a written report base restricted
to essentials and would be in the writer's most natural delivery form.

Industry's Suggestions to Improve the Quality of Writing

To improve the quality of English learned by students in engineering
college, industry suggested the following:

1. Stress the procedural phases of English.

One assumes that the term "English" means composition and
other forms of writing courses vis-a-vis the literature of the

. English-speaking people. It is within that. frame of reference
that I shall suggest to you what can be done to improve the teach-
ing of English to technical and scientific students.

For the technical and scientific student the procedural
aspect of good writing is perhaps more natural than with the liberal
arts student. Engineering students are trained to think of subjects
in categories much the same as steps in a mathematical solution
to a problem. For the engineer he is then one up.

The technician must learn to separate his thoughts clearly
and to set the thoughts on paper so that the reader sees them as
clearly as does the writer. Whether it be listing separately all

tthe ideas to be presented or whether it be another system, clear
exposition turns on categorized thoughts.

2. Require high standards of English on all written papers and in all
discussions.

As is now required by some colleges, every course should be,
in effect, an English course with high standards required on all
written papers and examinations and in oral classroom discussions.



There should be a supplemental grade pertaining to the written

and verbal attainments of each student throughout hip college

career.

We realize that the extreme basic aptitudes and interests
of some students would make such a program difficult; however a

standard correlation of satisfactory achievement could be developed

for students in various categories. Although we feel that every-

thing possible. should be done to improve the communications skills

of students, we do not think that the grade of the subject being

studied should be affected by. their inability to achieve a high

level in this area.

3. Teach logical exposition of pertinent facts followed by properly

drawn .conclusions.

Our recommendation for your consideration is that you consider

strengthening college English courses with the goal of teaching

logical exposition of pertinent facts followed by properly drawn

conclusions. They must be taught to eliminate all extraneous

factors and to write with the view of imparting information to

others in a clear, concise manner. Admittedly, tor's student to

write in this manner, he must understand the subject thoroughly.

4. Assign reports and .summaries of complicated scientific data.

.
In strengthening the college English courses for the

tachnic41 and scientific student, we recommend that the students be

assigned reports; that the students be asked to summarize complicated

scientific data. They must be given the opportunity and be encouraged

to understand thoroughly the subject before they attempt to summarize

it. The person grading the report must know the subject thoroughly

in order to evaluate critically the quality of .the scientific writing.

S. Develop the student's ability to communicate by writing and by

speaking.

The emphasis should be on the ability to communicate by writ-

ing and by speaking. It is assumed that before a student reaches

the college level he has mastered proper grammail.the college courses

should assist him in developing his communicative 'skills. In addi-

tion, such students should have more broadening in reading well-

written literature pertaining to science and engineering.

I agree with (theabove) comments on strengthening English

courses in colleges for the technical and scientific student. How-

ever, I further feel that more emphasis should be put on the ability

to communicate by writing in a more brief and-concise manner.

6. Include a course with grammar fundamentals' and vocabulary.

It is suggested that all college curriculums contain a con-

centrated two-year refresher course beginning with grammar funda-

mentals. It should stress vocabulary building and continue to give

practice in written and verbal expression.



Thinking of language as a tool, one could certainly say that

thoughts should be presented simply, clearly, and consecutively.

Grammatical errors and misspelling- -two common weaknesses--should

be avoided not only because they may introduce an error in meaning,

but because they call attention to themselves.

7. Encourage students to read classics, semi-technical articles and

current periodicals.

To make his writing interesting, sensitive, and perceptive,

the technician may be required to use facilities never before de-

manded. To improve these qualities, I suggest reading as the aid

to good writing.

As a partial list of well-written publications for engineers

to peruse, the Economist, Foreign Affairs, Scientific American and

The New Yorker are easily available sources of good writing.
Brilliant scientifically oriented authors writing on a variety

of subjects are J. B. Conant and Robert Oppenheimer.
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Perhaps for most people a writing facility cannot be developed

easily and must be preceded by the recognition of good writing

which comes from exposure to good writers. These might include

not only the classics but some semi-technical articles and ..:urrent

periodicals.

S. Use teaching machines in grammar and usage classes for technical and

scientific students.

"rho effective writing of English is the greatest asset to scientific

and technical personnel," says Industry. Executives in industry

said the following in regard to the quotation:

It has been my pleasant experience to have made the acquain-

tance of some of the nation's well-known scientific technical

writers. Aside from a good command of English and a ..nteresting

method of presenting factual data, these people all have one thing

in common. They have the energy and intelligence to take the time

to understand thoroughly the subject about which they are writing.

The greatest asset that an employee can have is the ability

to convey written information clearly and concisely.

A man's ability to communicate the knowledge that he has ab-

sorbed is rated almost equally with his power to absorb it....

We have many employees who know their work thoroughly and yet are

not reaching top-level jobs, principally because they cannot write

brief, well-constructed, and understandable reports.

41=i0.
Ability to express ideas clearly, concisely and persuasively

is an asset in most industrial positions and a necessity at the

managerial level.



It was heartening to the Committee to have industry write the following:

Those of us in Industry strongly endorse your proposed

program and wish you the hest of succ:esx; in its rapid accomplishment,

Survey prepared ay
Professor Merrill Sherman
University of Hartford
Hartford, Connecticut
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WRITING AND SPEAKING FOR BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Good English expression is becoming more important every year
to the business and professional man. It is an opportunity, in many
cases the only opportunity, for the young business or professional
man to make a favorable impression on those "at the top." The
quality of his writing or speaking ability can make or break him.

This observation came from a supervisor of engineer writers in ono

of the large engineering research centers in the East.

What do business and industry expect from English instructors of

engineering students? How can the instructor adapt his teaching methods

. .

so that the student will receive the maximum benefit from his course in

English? What do business and industry find to be the weaknesses of

writers? What types of speech should be practiced by students who will

enter business or industry?

To learn the answers to these questions, the writer sent a question-

naire to fifty New Jersey engineering companies, which were most coopera-

tive and helpful in completing it.

As for the kinds of writings which are required to be written by most

engineers, the following were listed: internal, technical, and progress

reports; letters of inquiry and instruction; laboratory reports; tech-

nical articles and papers; abstracts; and sales letters. Other types of

writing mentioned were the examination--trip report, bid proposals, and

technical correspondence.

The lack of unity and logic, wordiness and repetition, and the lack

of coherence are the most prominent weaknesses of the writers in business

and industry. Ineffective sentence structure, the lack of vocabulary,

improper punctuation, and poop: spelling were additional weaknesses of

writers. Other defects in writing are errors in tense, reference of

pronouns, use of idiom parallelism, and agreement of subject and verb.



To the question:

In the preparation for more effective writers, what can the Depart-

ment of English do to assist business and industry? The r)spon.ses sug-

gested the following:

1. Emphasize the importance of good grammatical construction and

the correct choice of words.

2. Stress the need for complete sentences, increase vocabulary,

correct spelling, and the unity and logic of writing.

3. Impress upon the student that each of his writing efforts should

be designed and accomplished with the same degree of care and

attention to detail that is required of any engineering design.

Every flaw weakens the structure and renders the design less

valuable.

4. Instill in the student a strong appreciation of the importance

of good writing and effective speaking ability in relation to

job advancement.

5. Provide a basic training in syntax and sentence structure and

show the student how to apply this background.

6, Stimulate an interest in and appreciation of "quality"

professional, writing. Then give the student enough practice

in writing and speaking to develop self-confidence.

7. Stress simplicity of form and necessity for a direct trans2er

of information.

8. Offer extensive drill on the use of outlines and grammar.

9. Suggest that students be asked on a voluntary basis to submit

for analysis and criticism the technical papers and reports

written for other courses.

10. Require higher standards in quality of writing through an in-

tensified training program.



11. Stress logic and continuity of thought.

12. Create pride in fashioning sentences that tell a story simply

and dirqctly.

Speech teachers may be interested to learn that business and industry

feel that the most important types of speech which a prospective engineer

should practice are the conference, dictation, panel discussions, speeches

of demonstration, intovviews, speeches for special occasions, and speeches

. of persuasion, Several answers stated that engineers should learn the

art of conversation.

What kind of training do you think that our public speaking instructors

should give those students who will enter business and industry? The

following were suggested:

1. Practice speaking before groups to gain poise and ability to

4

think on feet.

2. Teach "general conversation."

3. Offer training in expository speaking so that conversations,

speeches, and/or expl2nations will reflect the individual's

true knowledge of his subject. This training should eliminate

the too frequent "I mean's," "in-other-words," the now-popular

"actually's," which seem to indicate an inferior ability to

explain or a lack of confidence on part of the speaker.

4. Give as much planned and extemporaneous speaking as is possible

in order to overcome self-consciousness.

5. Provide sufficient peaking experience to develop confidence

and poise.

6. Train him to speak fluently and enthusiastically.

7. Stress extemporaneous and informal talks.

S. Develop logical build-up of subject and abili to summarize

adequately.



9. Encourage ease and.relaxation of speaker to transfer important

points of information.

Emphasize. the importance of. careful and sound planning, Mako

the student realize. that he is speaking for a specific audience,

not for himself, and that he should tailor his material and

presentation for that audience.

If you were to speak to the chairman of the Department of English who

will supply your prospective employees, what kind of training in writing

and speaking is most necessary?

1, .
Organization of material in clear, logical sequence.

2. Elimination of unessential material.

3. Development of logical build-up of subject.

4. Ability to speak convincingly.

5. Poise before a group.

6. Expression of ideas in a clear, concise form.

7. Ability to make a non-technical man know. about what you are talking,

B. Preparation of good outlines in order that the writing will

follow a unified, Logical, coherent format.

9. Training in exactness in choice of words and phrases.

10. Ability to say just what one intends to say and what one really

means.

11. Accurate and complete subject description.

10. Clarity of expression to insure full comprehension by the

second person.

13. A thorough grounding in the fundamental of English expression*

14. Ability to organize and plan before writing.

15. Ability to write brief, complete, and accurate letters.

16. A complete, thorough knowledge of English backed by many hours

of nonfiction reading.



Interesting comments which supervisors of business and industry

made concerning the writing and speaking abilities of college-trained

men are as follows:

Many engineers do not take the time and the care to turn
out completely finished writings. Many otherwise good reports
and letters suffer from occosional typographical errors, poor
sentence structure, ambiguities, and lack of supporting logic
for conclusions. Thera is no place for a partly finished job
in technical writing.
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With engineers the importance of writing and speaking is
not fully appreciated, and latent capabilities never fully
exploited.

English should be stu6ied in College primarily as a communica-
tion medium and ample opportunity should be provided for practice
in the art of writing.

A very high value is placed on facility in oral and written
expression by most employers of'engineers. Nevertheless, most
undergraduate engineers do not appear to appreciate the importance
of this phase of their training. Their motivation, the Department
of English needs the cooperation of the entire engineering faculty.



WRITING SITUATIONS IN AIRCRAFT AND AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
Dr. Fred Macintosh, University of NorthCarolini.

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

I Corporate Level

II Divisional Level
A Management
B Engineering
C Production
D Field Service

Corporate Level Writing Situations

1 Annual report to stockholders
2 Annual report to Department of Defense
3 Annual report to board of directors
4 Annual reports of.vice-presidents
5 Periodic letters to stockholders
6 Periodic information sheets to stockholders
7 Periodic research and development statements to stockholders
8 Public relations releases
9 Industrial relations releases

10 Industrial relations directives to divisions
11 Accounting directives to divisions
12 Policy statements to divisions
13 Long-range projections
14 Facilities reports
15 Technical and professional-personnel resources statements
16 Willingness to commit corporate, funds statements
17 Government and Armed Forces liaison statements
18 Organizational statements
19 Information memoranda within corporate level
20 Guidelines to division management
21 Information memoranda to division management,
22 Programs evaluation statements
23 Market 'Jeosearch studies
24 Market evaluation reports
25 Research and development statements
26 Performance reports
27 Letters (Millions)
28 Speeches (public occasionsl'industry occasions, protesSional mectinv,
29 Scripts for films, slides,oral presentations
30 Charts, guides, exhibits (for oral present4tions)

Divisional Level Writing Situations

1 Annual report to corporate level.
2 Periodic reports to corporate level
3 Policy statements
4 Long-range projectiosis



5 Directives
6 Information statements for internal distribution

7 Public relations writing
News releases
Feature stories
Speeches

8 Aids to sales promotion
Brochures
Folders
Scripts for films
Scripts for oral presentations
Charts for oral presentations

9 Industrial relations writing
Directives to subcontractors
Information statements to subcontractors

Guidelines to subcontractors
Contracts with subcontractors
Contracts with unions
Employee information statements
Company newspaper
Job classification statements
Job description statements
Salary schedules statements
Personnel evaluation guides
Recruiting brochures, folders, letters

College recruiting correspondence
Industrial recruiting correspondence
Training guides (texts, scripts, visuals)

For employees
For subcontractors
For customers

Resources statements
Facilities
Present commitment of facilities
Technical and professional personnel

Labor force
Training programs
Management record
Documentation support capabilities

Internal promotion programs
Safety
Security
Value analysis
Quality assurance
Civil defense

Air Force and NASA liaison writing (all sorts)

10 Proposals for
Contract research
Contract research and development
Prime Contracts
Major subcontracts
Smaller subcontracts

11 Engineering reports
Design reports
Research reports
Research and development reports

Progress reports
Periodic reports
Final reports

...

A



12 Manufacturing reports
Production reports
Research reports
Equipment and facilities reports
Time and motion studies
Assembly-grouping reports
Systems reports
Hydraulics reports
Testing reports
Quality assurance reports

13 Field service reports
Performance reports
Evaluation reports
Recommendation reports

14 Manuals
Operational manuals
Maintenance manuals
Design manuals
Graphics and printing manuals
Report-writing manuals
Correspondence manuals
Air Force and NASA manuals

s
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Masterpieces of Science and agineerinff

Science and engineering students sometimes find difficulty writ-

ing their essays, reports, and 'articles.. For this.reason they often

ask for examples'of effective and interesting scientific and engineering

writing. These selections were chosen to meet the many requests of

these students; to illustrate deft writing by engineers, scientists,

poets, essayists, and philosophers; and to help unfold in an informa-

tive manner the development of science and engineering. Despite the

fact that some selections were written before the birth 'of Christ, they

have a "modernity" about them and they obviously have survived the

attrition of time.

In no way should this bibliography be considered as a survey or a

history of science and engineering; however, it is a, rich storehouse of

the most helpful, enjoyable, and useful articles which concern science

and engineering.
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